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Whoever sees that Light is soon made such

that it would be impossible for him

to set that Light aside for other sight;

Paradiso (1320), Dante Alighieri
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Montegrappa salutes Dante Alighieri – writer of the Divine Comedy 
and father of the Italian language. Seven centuries after his death, 
Dante’s words still bedazzle all who read them. Now, ethereal 
handcraft honours the glory of his final book in precious metals. 
Welcome to Paradiso.

Handmade in Italy oldest pen manufactory, Dante Alighieri: Paradiso 
cannot be unseen. The final volume in the Divina Commedia series 
celebrates Dante’s virtuoso talent, sparing no effort to realise the 
splendour of his vision.

Dante Alighieri: Paradiso continues the fine tradition of 
preceding editions, interpreting the style and content of 
Dante’s epic tale. Each is a microcosm of his ascent through 
the spiritual realm.

Barrel ornamentations narrate Dante’s pilgrimage, depicting 
the virtues he encounters with intricate micro-sculpture. 
Coloured stones represent each celestial sphere detailed in 
Paradiso. 
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Fountain pen and rollerball editions of 333 (silver) and 9 (gold) 
promise heavenly writing performance. Reference-level nibs 
carry Dante’s distinctive profile in white and yellow 18K gold.

At the Primum Mobile – the final sphere –– nine orders of 
interlocking angels soar above a sky-blue Montegrappite core. 
Above, three shining discs represent the source of divine light. 
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Dante Alighieri (1265-1321) was a poet and political figure 
whose 1302 exile from Florence and subsequent travels 

inspired his epic tale of a pilgrim’s journey to God.  

Paradiso is the third and final canticle of the Divine Comedy. 
Dante’s epic tale of love is regarded as a wonder of the literary 

world, and the foundation stone of modern Italian. 

Dante Alighieri: Paradiso is the third in a trilogy of Divina 
Commedia editions: a Montegrappa Collector Series inspired 

by the three-book structure of Dante’s masterpiece.

Inspired by a leather-bound edition of Purgatorio, a deluxe, 
deep-grey leatherette-bound case is a perfect companion to 

Inferno (2021) and Paradiso – scheduled for 2022.
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PRODUCT
SPECIFICATIONS

FOUNTAIN PEN 
Sterling Silver

FOUNTAIN PEN 
18K Gold

CODE

MODEL

18K Gold N/A

148 148 148 148

21 21 21 21

333333 9 9

N/A18K Gold

Piston Refill RefillPiston

EF, F, M, B, BB Stub 1.1 EF, F, M, B, BB Stub 1.1F, M F, M

305  x 230 x 70

Custom Box

MATERIALS Resin; Sterling Silver Resin; Sterling Silver Resin; 18K Gold Resin; 18K Gold

NIB

INK DELIVERY

GRADES

DIAMETER (mm)

WEIGHT (g)

PACKAGING 

DIMENSIONS (mm)

LIMITED EDITION

LENGTH (mm)

ROLLERBALL
Sterling Silver

ROLLERBALL
18K Gold

CODE

MATERIALS

NIB

INK DELIVERY

GRADES

DIAMETER (mm)

WEIGHT (g)

PACKAGING 

DIMENSIONS (mm)

LIMITED EDITION

LENGTH (mm)
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Elmo & Montegrappa S.p.A.
                

Via Ca’ Erizzo 41-45 - 36061 Bassano del Grappa - ITALY
T: +39 0424 522232

contact@montegrappa.com
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